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Demographic Information

Results and Interpretation

Intelligibility Rating is based on the examiner's judgment of the participant's speech clarity in 
conversational speech.

Score reflects the number of correct productions out of the total number of sounds tested.

Severity is determined by comparing the score to age-appropriate norms, where:

Severe: Significantly below age expectations, with a profound impact on intelligibility.

Moderate: Below age expectations, with a noticeable impact on intelligibility.

Mild: Slightly below age expectations, with minimal impact on intelligibility.

Age Appropriate: Within the normal range for the individual's age group.

Name:

Age:

Date of Birth:

Date of Evaluation:

Examiner:

Test Type Intelligibility Rating Score Severity

Full Test Screener
Good - more than 90% of words can 
be clearly understood
Fair - 60-90% of words can be clearly 
understood
Poor - less than 60% of words can be 
clearly understood

Typically, a child is understandable at or 
above these levels:

50% by 2 years of age
75% by 3 years of age
100% by 4 years of age
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Error Analysis

Document each type of error observed during the test.

Provide examples for clarity.

Note the age by which the error should typically be eliminated, based on developmental norms.

Calculate the percentage of each error type out of the total number of errors to identify predominant 
patterns.

Interpretation should offer insights into the nature of the speech sound disorder and guide 
intervention planning.
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Additional Notes

_____________________________________      ______________________________

                     Doctor's Name and Signature                                            Date

Reference: Little Bee Speech. (2023, November 1). articulation test center hive for iPad, iPhone & 
mac. Little Bee Speech. https://www.littlebeespeech.com/blog/articulation-test-center-hive-for-ipad-
iphone-mac/


	Name: Kara Wilfred
	Age: 6
	Date of Birth: April 12, 2017
	Date of Evaluation: April 18, 2024
	Examiner: Dr. Sarah Connors
	Position in WordsRow1: Initial
	Sound Errors MarkedRow1: /r/ in "Rabbit" 
	InterpretationRow1: Moderate: Noticeable impact on intelligibility, below age expectation.
	Position in WordsRow2: Initial
	Sound Errors MarkedRow2: /l/ in "Lemon"
	InterpretationRow2: Mild: Slight impact on intelligibility, needs minor improvement.
	Position in WordsRow3: Medial
	Sound Errors MarkedRow3: /s/ in "Basin"
	InterpretationRow3: Mild: Minimal impact on intelligibility, slightly below age expectation.
	Position in WordsRow4: Medial
	Sound Errors MarkedRow4: /g/ in "Tiger"
	InterpretationRow4: Mild: Minimal impact on intelligibility, slightly below age expectation.
	Position in WordsRow5: Final
	Sound Errors MarkedRow5: /k/ in "Duck" 
	InterpretationRow5: Age Appropriate: Within the normal range for her age group.
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	Sound Errors MarkedRow6: /t/ in "Cat"
	InterpretationRow6: Moderate: Errors noticeable, affects clarity of speech.
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	ExamplesRow1: "Wabbit" for "Rabbit"
	InterpretationRow1_2: Indicates difficulty with /r/ sounds, common in younger children but persistent here.
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	ExamplesRow2: "Ba'in" for "Basin"
	InterpretationRow2_2: May impact fluency and intelligibility, should focus on sound sequencing in therapy.
	Process or Error TypeRow3: Distortion
	ExamplesRow3: "Thuck" for "Duck"
	InterpretationRow3_2: Less concerning, often resolves naturally, monitor for further distortion.
	Process or Error TypeRow4: Addition
	ExamplesRow4: "Bulack" for "Black"
	InterpretationRow4_2: Uncommon, suggest targeted practice on blending sounds without additions.
	Process or Error TypeRow5: Gliding
	ExamplesRow5: "Wook" for "Look"
	InterpretationRow5_2: Gliding of liquids suggests a lag in mastering /l/ and /r/ sounds.
	Process or Error TypeRow6: Nasalization
	ExamplesRow6: "Mum" for "Bum"
	InterpretationRow6_2: Incorrect nasal resonance indicates a possible issue with oral-nasal balance.
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	undefined_9: Given the persistence of substitution errors with the /r/ sound, targeted interventions using visual and tactile feedback could be effective. Techniques such as using a dental syringe or mirror to show tongue placement might be beneficial. Additionally, incorporating more phonological awareness activities could help improve her overall speech clarity and fluency.
	undefined_10: Dr. Sarah Connors
	undefined_11: April 18, 2024


